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October 28, 2016 

Cherry Street Bridge Drowning - The Causes: Medical Episode, 

Driver Error, Mechanical Issues, Driver Impairment, Deliberate 

Act? What About a Rotted Out Bridge Railing! 

Everyone surrounding yesterday's bridge drowning on Cherry Street in downtown 
Toronto appears to be searching for every explanation for why a person (or persons) 
might have drowned after a vehicle, yet to be recovered, flew into the water and 
submerged. The list of causes covers every conceivable possibility except the most 
obvious. A simple examination of the condition of the bridge railing before the tragedy, 
via Google Maps, would reveal that the railing was rotted out and this is why the car 
crashed through it. But an admission to that fault would have many political and public 
safety repercussions. 

It has already been stated by investigating police that the vehicle was travelling "at a 
high speed" implying to the public that there was abundant reason why the vehicle 
should plunge through the railing, because there was a tremendous force involved. But 
what is the  actual evidence? 

It should now be abundantly clear that certain photos at the site show that the bridge 
railing was destroyed somewhere within or between the bridge girders. Thus there will 
be a certain narrow opening between those girders that the car would have had to pass 
through. A vehicle travelling at high speed needs a long distance within which to change 
its travel direction. Also the width of the road within the bridge is constrained such that 
the vehicle cannot take a wide loop outside of the confines of the bridge in order to 
accomplish that change in direction. To make this story short, this scenario makes it 
suspect that the vehicle could be travelling at an extreme speed such that breaking 
through a properly-functioning bridge railing was inevitable. 

There will be a revealing piece of evidence that may not be emphasized to the public 
once the vehicle is recovered. The extent of damage to the vehicle will reveal the force 
that was exerted on the vehicle by the railing and therefore, by virtual of Newton's Third 
Law, there would be an equal force exerted on the railing. It is that "equal force" that 
will determine whether the railing was of sufficient strength. So will the news media or 



anyone else provide a good quality photo of the damage caused to the recovered vehicle? 
Will they also reveal the importance of that evidence? 

October 27, 2016 

Drowning Due to Failure of Bridge Railing - But No One Admits 

It 

 
A Google Maps view of the Cherry Street bridge railing shows its advanced stage of rust. 

No one is talking about the rusted out bridge railing but the silence is deafening. 

Sure there is plenty of talk about a car that plunged off the Cherry Street bridge in 
downtown Toronto today. But no emphasis on the fact that a least one person died. How 
many died is unknown because the car has not yet been retrieved from the water, and 
will not be retrieved until tomorrow morning. 

But the bigger silence lies with respect to the obvious question: how did the car get off 
the bridge and into the water? As the Google Maps view shows above, there is railing 
along the bridge. But even at the time that Google surveyed that area the railing showed 
extensive rusting. So how long ago was the image taken? Last year? Two years ago? And 
how much did  the railing rust since the Google image was taken? It is revealing how no 
one in the official media is willing to ask that question. 

At least one person has lost their life because of a rusted out bridge railing. Will 
someone ever confirm or admit that this was so? We shall see... 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Cherry-Street-Bridge-railing-at-Toronto-Harbour-Google-Maps.jpg


October 21, 2016 

“Tragically both cars erupted into fire within four or five seconds 

of the impact and all four people died” 

Our title is a direct quote attributed to Staff Sgt. Gary Carty, Peel Regional Police, with 
respect to the collision that occurred on October 10, 2016 on Bovaird Drive in 
Brampton, Ontario. Yet no news journalist or even Sergeant Carty himself appears to be 
concerned about the meaning of that phrase. Instead all eyes and ears are tuned to the 
report that the Firebird (or Trans Am) driven by Calisto Mendonca was likely racing 
with another driver before Mendonca lost control, crossing the roadway median, 
resulting in the fiery crash. Everyone is intent on finding the other driver who was 
racing with Mendonca. 

Fine, finding the other driver is a catchy news item, and one that might be of importance 
to the family of the victims. But there is another, perhaps greater, responsibility on the 
part of investigators and news journalists. Should it be acceptable that two vehicles 
should "erupt into fire in 4 to 5 seconds" such that there was no chance of rescue? If so, 
why do we bother with government safety standards and crash tests that search for 
instances where a vehicle might catch fire after impact? Why would government 
regulators prevent manufacturers from bringing cars into the marketplace if there was 
evidence that they could catch fire after impact? 

The public has been blindfolded by Sergeant Carty's comment: "One witness says it's 
probably the fastest driving he's seen". And so the conclusion drawn by the public is that 
one should naturally expect a fiery death in 4 to 5 seconds and there is nothing unusual 
about that. Yet, Mendonca may have been travelling 2oo km/h, for example, but that 
could say nothing of importance about the fiery crash. 

For example, if the Firebird/Trans Am was travelling at that speed it would be difficult 
for the vehicle to change its direction of travel in a short distance (despite the confusing 
reports by police that the vehicle made a sharp or quick change in direction). If the 
vehicle travelled 200 metres before impact, while reducing its speed at a rate of 0.4g, it 
would lose about 143 km/h. Now we are left with an impact speed in the range of 57 
km/h. Considering that almost all collisions involve further speed lost from post-impact 
spin-out, the highest severity of impact would be below 60 km/h. Is that such a violent 
event that both vehicles should burst into an instant unsurvivable fireball? Is that what 
everyone considers to be "OK"? We say not. 

Focus has to be placed on the eruption of this fireball and why it occurred. This does not 
sound like a simple fire, but more like an explosion. As a start, investigators should have 
a duty to acknowledge whether Mendonca's vehicle was equipped to burn Nitromethane 
("Nitro") or a similar substance that might cause an explosive consequence. The public 
has a right to know. Tomorrow, or the day after, or a year or two later, a similar instance 



could occur, perhaps with even greater loss of life because no one informed the public 
and no action was taken to correct that danger. 

Furthermore, anyone close to the accident site could easily have taken photographs 
leading along the loss-of-control path of the Mendonca Firebird/Trans Am. Those 
photographs should show the loss-of-control tire marks and could provide very good 
information about what happened prior to and during the loss-of-control of that vehicle. 
One need not be an expert to take those photos and it would provide the public with an 
independent assessment and education rather than simply being told about what they 
should know. Why do our news journalist not know this basic information and why do 
they not document these important points of evidence? 

Furthermore, very little can be done when a vehicle travels along an urban street at a 
vastly higher speed than the roadway design. Never-the-less the public needs to know 
whether any design changes could have been made to the roadway to prevent median 
cross-overs. There is no mystery that the average driver drives above the posted speed 
limit. With a wide, multi-lane roadway the likelihood that a vehicle could be travelling at 
a significant speed is not a rarity. When the median of such a roadway as Bovaird Drive 
is equipped with a standard, concrete curb it is questionable whether it will be effective 
in re-directing a reasonable percentage of loss-of-control vehicles. No, we are not 
advocating that the median should be designed to protect from 200 km/h vehicles. But 
questions should be posed whenever a median crossover occurs. 

All these questions that could be posed by the public if they had a reasonable level of 
education about what factors could kill them. 

October 20, 2016 

Braking In The Courtroom 

No, our title does not refer to some irreverent stunts and experiments inside Ontario's 
courtrooms. What is meant is that the public has very little knowledge about what goes 
on, what is said, what is meant, and what is concluded, when decisions are made about a 
person's guilt or innocence with respect to motor vehicle collisions inside the trusted 
walls of Ontario's courts. Specifically, experts often step up to the "podium" and provide 
opinion as to the capabilities of a driver's braking in a given scenario. Such an opinion 
may be good, honest and accurate. It may also be bad, crooked and completely off base. 
From our observations of over 36 years in this realm it has very little to do with the 
expert's credentials or experience. Much has to do with whose side the expert is 
representing and that continues to be an unfortunate reality. 



 
What do the courtrooms hear from "expert" testimony when motor vehicle braking 

capabilities are discussed? 

As we belong to an internet chat group of well over 1000 reconstructionists throughout 
the world we listen in on the conversations of many experts on various technical issues. 
Surprisingly, when left to the comforts of discussion amongst themselves, experts can be 
very civil, decent and honest folk. It seems it is the courtroom that makes some flip 
between the Jekell and Hyde. 

With respect to the issues of braking capability many experts fail to acknowledge the 
very basic difference between the results of controlled testing and naturalistic 
behaviour. Thus experts often quote the results of some controlled test where a vehicle 
has been braked in an exceptionally quick time or short distance and then the expert 
uses this data to suggest that a driver was guilty of failing to avoid a collision. In some 
instances that may be a correct approach but mostly not. There is a vast difference 
between what can be done in controlled test braking and what a typical driver might do 
in the short time before a real impact. Rarely is that difference acknowledged by many 
experts. 

There was a recent exception that left us with a good impression. Louis Peck, an expert 
from California wrote a very short and honest summary of braking on his website simply 
entitled "Motorcycle Braking". Not wanting to steal his thunder we will not attach his 
full article here, even though it is very worth a read. But he provides a thought-
provoking opening to the article that goes like this: 

"Motorcycle braking is a topic that's frequently misunderstood in the field of collision 
reconstruction, and surely beyond. Magazine testing shows that most modern 
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motorcycles are capable of braking at a rate of approximately 1 g or higher. As a 
result, some reconstructionists evaluate collision avoidability using a potential 
braking rate approaching 1 g. Something along the lines of: if the motorcyclist was 
travelling at a speed of 50 mph, and braked at 1.0 g, as Magazine X showed the 
motorcycle is capable, the rider could have come to a full stop in 158 feet, including 1.3 
seconds allotted for perception-response time, thereby avoiding impact. 

Let’s step back for a second and look into what’s required for an optimal quick-stop on 
a motorcycle. 

1. Roll off the throttle and simultaneously apply both the front and rear brakes 
(unless the rider is “covering” the brakes, this will require the rider to move their 
fingers from the throttle to the front brake lever, and their foot from the peg to the 
rear brake pedal). 

2. As weight shifts to the front, and from the rear, apply more front brake pressure 
and less rear brake pressure. 

3. Modulate the front brake to prevent lock-up, and to ensure the rear tire doesn’t lift 
from the ground (or lift too high, at least). 

4. Modulate the rear brake to prevent the rear wheel from locking (the less weight on 
the rear tire, the easier it is to lock). 

5. Grip the tank with your knees to maintain body position and keep your butt as far 
back in the seat as you can to optimize weight distribution and prevent the rear 
wheel from lifting (on bikes with a higher center of gravity). 

6. If you do lock the front or rear tire during the maneuver, respond accordingly. For 
the front, release the brake and start again. For the rear, the best bet is to hold it 
until you come to a stop. 

7. As you come to a stop, downshift to first gear and check your mirrors in case you’re 
about to be rear-ended. If so, find an escape route. 

8. Oh, and do all of the above in the presence of a life-threatening hazard. 

As you can see, and likely already knew, there’s a lot to properly stopping a 
motorcycle. Sure, those magazine tester people sure can stop a bike quickly, but they’re 
on a closed track, under no pressure, can run the test multiple times, and are 
professionals with lots of practice. I don’t really care what they can do, I want to know 
what a typical rider can do. As a bonus, I’d like to know what a typical rider can do 
when presented with a dangerous situation." 

After proceeding with his thorough and reasoned analysis Mr. Peck makes the following 
summarizing comment: 

"Clearly, the braking numbers presented above are well below those reported in 
magazines. If you’re currently using motorcycle braking rates approaching 1 g in your 
analyses, I hope the studies presented above will make you reconsider. It depends on 
the situation, motorcycle, and rider, but a range of 0.45 to 0.75 g’s seems like a good 
starting point considering the literature (0.60 average with a SD of 0.15 g’s). Going 
back to the example in the introduction, if a rider is travelling at 50 mph, the total 



stopping distance is more like 214 feet, using a braking rate of 0.60 g’s and allotting 
1.3 seconds for perception-response time (PRT depends on the situation of course, a 
topic for another day). That’s quite different than the aggressive 158 feet." 

In our opinion Mr. Peck's discussion is an example of honest and professional expert 
opinion that is needed in the courtroom but is sadly missed. Whether the issue is about 
motorcycle braking or braking of a passenger car, light truck or heavy tractor-trailer, the 
issue is always about what the driver might have been capable of doing in the actual 
collision scenario, given that specific driver's attributes. The courts must be guided in a 
clearer manner toward this understanding. 

October 19, 2016 

"Street Racing" Is The Red Herring Waved In The Public's Eyes 
While The Cause Of The Fire In 4 Deaths Is Not Pursued 

A terrible tragedy occurred in Brampton Ontario on the evening of October 10, 2016 
when four persons perished after a two-vehicle collision transformed itself into a fiery 
inferno. 

It may be of some limited importance that the Firebird driven by Calisto Mendonca was 
captured on video in a possible race with another vehicle, as recently revealed by police 
investigators. This might explain why Mendonca may have been travelling extremely 
quickly as his vehicle travelled in the vicinity of Bovaird Drive and Gillingham Drive in 
Brampton.  Mendonca's Firebird reportedly went out of control, crossed a median and 
struck a Kia Soul occupied by three persons. However it would seem that police and the 
news media have focused the public's attention principally on this race and loss-of-
control, while failing to emphasize the more important fact that a fire may have been the 
primary cause of the deaths of Mendonca and the three occupants of the Kia Soul when 
both vehicles collided. 

It is of special concern that the Kia Soul may have caught fire as a result of a fire that 
might have originated in the Firebird. Thus there should have been time for the 
occupants of the Kia to escape. If there was no such time and the Kia was engulfed 
"immediately" then that must be an important safety concern as vehicles should not be 
expected to just flame up instantly and provide no opportunity of escape. 

If there was enough time to escape, as would be expected in such a circumstance, there 
must be an explanation as to why this escape was unsuccessful, even though there were 
witnesses there attempting to help. Thus important information needs to be gathered. 
Were the doors of the Kia jammed shut? Were the occupants entrapped in some way 
that prevented rescuers from getting them out? These cannot be secrets held by a few 
"in the know" who might claim that the public does not have a right to know the actual 
circumstances. 



Entrapment in a burning vehicle is an important matter for all the public as anyone 
could be caught in that same situation. The public has a right to know that the cause of 
the fire is being studied and that entrapment in a burning vehicle cannot be taken 
lightly. For this reason it is improper of police and the news media to mis-direct the 
public's attention away from these important issues. 

Another Truck Fire on Highway 401 Creates Massive Smoke 
Closing Highway But No Explanation Provided 

 
A Twitter member @lenelliot revealed the extent of the blaze on Highway 401 which closed 

the road. No information was given as to the cause or if harmful cargo was involved. 

A massive amount of smoke was generated when a transport truck reportedly caught fire 
on Highway 401 south-west of London, Ontario on October 18, 2016. While the highway 
had to be closed due to visibility concerns, there was no information provided with 
respect to the contents of the burned cargo or how the fire started. 

The OPP provided a photo the result, shown below and its appears that the truck is 
stopped on the shoulder of the road. However no information was provided whether the 
truck caught fire while moving along the highway or whether something occurred while 
the truck was stopped. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Picture1-8.jpg


 
OPP photo of the burned out truck. 

In either case, police and official news media need better communications with the 
public when reporting these potentially dangerous events that could affect numerous 
persons in the area. 

October 16, 2016 

Three Major Collisions Just A Couple of Kilometres Apart North-

West of London 

An apparent coincidence has produced three major collisions in very close proximity to 
each other in the last several days. 

On Wednesday morning, October 12, 2016 a passenger was killed when a vehicle 
collided with a large metal utility pole on Kerwood Road, south of Parkhill, Ontario. 

The next day, October 13th, a two vehicle collision occurred at Nairn Road and Highway 
81 (also known as Centre Road). This location is only a couple of kilometres north-east 
of the previously mentioned incident. In that crash at Highway 81, one person was taken 
to hospital by air ambulance. 

Subsequently, on October 16th, another major collision occurred again at the same 
intersection, Nairn & Highway 81. This time a man sustained critical injuries and was 
flown to hospital by air ambulance. 
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These collisions do not include others in the area that have occurred in the last couple of 
days. For example, a fatal collision occurred On October 3, 2016 at the intersection of 
Vanneck & Ilderton Roads. This location is also only several kilometres to the east of 
those mentioned above. 

These occurrences are more reminiscent of the numbers of collisions that would occur 
20 or 30 years ago when collision rates were much higher. Meanwhile the U.S. National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration has reported that 2015 showed a sudden and 
unexpected jump in the number of fatal collisions. Given recent events in south-western 
Ontario it may be that 2016 might also see a rise in fatal collisions. The reason why this 
trend is occurring has not been determined as NHTSA has asked for help from all areas 
of research to study the data for patterns. 

Honda Civic In Ditch And Female Driver Found With Life-

Threatening Injuries 

At 0200 hours in the early morning of October 16, 2016, on a rural section of a low-
volume road, a Honda Civic was reportedly identified in the ditch of Fletcher Road near 
Highway 402, just west of London, Ontario. The driver reportedly sustained life-
threatening injuries. 

Nothing was mentioned in the news media about the fact that the Honda would have 
been extremely difficult to see in the deep ditch where there was a large embankment on 
one side and evergreen trees on the other. There was no lighting in the vicinity to 
illuminate the area. There was essentially no evidence on the road that could have been 
detected by a lay person as to the occurrence of loss-of-control. 

So who found the vehicle and how? That is probably the most intriguing question, while 
everyone awaits more information from police investigators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



October 13, 2016 

A "Fishy" Reaction to Cause of Truck Fire On Highway 401 West 

of Toronto 

 
This photo submitted by the OPP of a transport truck fire on Hwy 401 caused when striking a 

concrete barrier provided no expressed concern that a fire occurred in this circumstance. 

Reactions of police and news media continue to be perplexing as vehicle fires occur 
without any questioning of the cause. In the most recent incident, a transport truck 
hauling fish products on Highway 401 near Whites Road west of Toronto caught fire 
when it "struck" a concrete barrier. Neither the news media nor police expressed any 
concern that a fire should occur during the contact of a concrete median barrier. 

In a vast majority of instances a concrete barrier is struck at a substantially acute angle 
resulting in a sliding action between the barrier and the striking vehicle. Naturally heat 
can be generated by this sliding action. But historically the occurrence of actual fires as a 
result of such an occurrence have been extremely rare. The present occurrence needs 
attention as fires should not occur in such scenarios as they pose considerable danger. 
Trucks haul various cargos, of toxic, explosive and possible radioactive extremes thus 
the possibility of a fire occurring under these conditions can lead to much more 
significant consequences. Instead, the focus of police and news media has been on the 
inconvenience of clean up from the fire debris. 
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Vehicle Fires Continue While the Public's Attention is Consumed 
by Driver Actions 

 
Five teenagers were killed when their 2004 Volkswagen Jetta burst into flames following an 

impact with a vehicle fleeing police in Vermont on October 8, 2016. 

While it is understandable and eye-catching that news media focus on the dangerous 
behaviour of drivers causing fatal collisions, this focus also causes a distraction from the 
equally important issue of whether fatal injuries should have occurred and whether the 
safety performance of vehicles was substandard. 

As another example, five teenagers were killed when their vehicle was struck by driver 
fleeing police near Williston Vermont in the late evening of  Saturday, October 8, 2016. 
The 2004 Volkswagen Jetta in which the teenagers were occupants burst into flames 
apparently as a result of the impact. The first responding police officer began attempts 
to save the teenagers however the fleeing driver then stole the police cruiser and 
continued to speed along the highway in a further attempt to escape. At least that is the 
official version of the facts. But a number of inconsistencies arise. 

As an example, the photo above shows a police SUV badly damaged and further up the 
road is another vehicle that appears to be burned out. The preliminary conclusion would 
be that the two vehicles collided. But that is not the official story. The official story is 
that the stolen police cruiser struck 7 other vehicles before being involved in a further 
crash that caused the cruiser to catch fire. Thus presumably the above photo does not 
show the Jetta that caught fire but it shows the stolen cruiser that also caught fire. It 
makes for a very confusing set of reported facts. 
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Regardless, the public's attention is drawn to the spectacular events and tragedy without 
the equally important focus on the fires that took place. Regardless of the fleeing driver's 
actions, did the fire of the Jetta cause the deaths of the teenagers? And why did the 
police cruiser also catch fire in another collision that reportedly occurred a short time 
later? 

Two days after this horrendous event a similar incident occurred on October 10th, in 
Brampton, Ontario when four persons were killed in a fire that developed following a 
loss-of-control of a Pontiac Firebird. The Firebird reportedly slid into the front end of a 
2016 Kia Soul and a fire consumed the vehicles before the occupants could be evacuated 
from the burning vehicles. Much of the attention of police and news media was taken up 
with discussion as to why the Firebird lost control. Yet essentially no attention was paid 
to the question of whether the vehicle occupants should have perished in the subsequent 
blaze. 

In the advent of numerous fires that are developing in recent fatal and even less severe 
collisions we must not be distracted from this fact. A collision that could have been 
survivable, regardless of who caused the collision, might become a fatal one simply 
because we did not connect the dots from previous events, because we were too 
preoccupied with the reported actions of the drivers involved. 

There are important reasons why government safety standards include crash tests to 
determine if a fire will develop. It is so because once a fire erupts it may be the sole 
cause of a fatality when occupants are unable to escape the burning vehicle. It is a vital 
issue. Yet, when such fires occur the public is lulled into a sense that a fire was 
inevitable. That cannot be the case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



October 12, 2016 

Highway 402 Closed for Extended Time Due to Fatal Tanker 

Truck Rollover East of Wonderland Road, West of London, 

Ontario 

 
OPP released this dark photo of the tanker truck lying upside down in the median. Debris 

also seems to be located on the south shoulder. 

In the morning of October 10, 2016, at approximately 0730 hours, an eastbound tanker 
truck rolled over in the median of Highway 402 just east of Wonderland Road, west of 
London, Ontario. The driver of the truck perished. Because there was a cargo spill, 
including diesel, the road remained shut down for a couple of days and personnel 
removed the contaminated soil from the median. While this was necessary it also 
prevented any independent agency from examining the site evidence to consider what 
caused the truck to go out of control. Early indications by the OPP were that there was 
no obvious reason for the events. 

The OPP released a site photo (shown above) showing the truck at its final rest position 
in the median. However, at the far right of the photo was some large debris lying on the 
right shoulder. Given that the truck was likely in the passing lane and median in this 
vicinity it would be a reasonable question to ask what this debris was and where it came 
from. 
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While finally being able to examine the site on October 12th, Gorski Consulting noted 
that there were skid marks in the passing lane in a location just before the truck ran off 
the pavement. 

 
Skid marks in the passing lane of Highway 402 provide some indication of an occurrence 

before the tanker truck rolled over. 

Furthermore, a wheel nut cover that typically covers the wheels nuts of a truck was 
found with a fresh abrasion/scuffing. This object was found on the right roadside next to 
the rear bumper of the parked black vehicle shown in the above photo. Again, this 
location would be consist with the location of the skid marks shown in that photo. 

 
View of wheel nut cover found on the right roadside near the noted skid marks. 
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View of fresh removal of dirt, etc., from the wheel nut cover found at the site. Was this 

related to the collision events? 

So, the question remains, was there another vehicle involved with the tanker truck and 
did investigating police find any evidence of such an occurrence? 

Fiery Collision of Van with "Utility Pole" Causes 
Death  

 
A very large metal pole used to transmit electrical power from nearby wind turbines was 

struck by a van which then erupted into flames on Kerwood Road West of London, Ontario. 
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What news media are describing as a "utility pole" impact resulting in a fiery collision 
and death is not what one imagines. Yes, a passenger was killed early this morning on 
Kerwood Road, near Parkhill, Ontario. However the struck "pole" was not the typical 
wooden utility pole. It was a very large metal pole installed to carry hydro from the wind 
turbines in the area. 

At the accident site parts of the vehicle provided some information about the crash. A 
burned out steering rim showed deformation to its metal rim and could imply that the 
impact as with the front of the vehicle. However such deformation does not normally 
occur when an air bag is deployed as the air bag prevents the occupant's upper body 
from applying a localized force to cause such deformation. 

 
The presence of deformation to a burned out steering rim suggests a front force was involved 

however such deformation should not normally seen when an airbag is deployed. 

In another part of the burned out area was a wheel that had minimal evidence of 
burning around it. Such evidence can suggest that the wheel was not attached to the 
vehicle at its final rest position and therefore could provide clues as to how and why a 
collision occurred. 
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Often when a vehicle is fully consumed by fire, the presence of an unburned part such as this 

wheel could provide a clue about the cause of the collision. 

Deep wearing of the brake rotor was evident and could suggest something about the 
mechanical condition of the vehicle. 

 
Deep wear on this brake rotor could provide some clue as to the mechanical condition of the 

vehicle prior to impact. 

Tire marks in the grass roadside leading to the struck pole suggested that the van 
approached the pole while leading with its front end. Historically, such a scenario has 
not been common as a vast majority of collisions like this involve pre-impact rotation 
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about the vertical axis ("yaw"). This could be explained if electronic stability control was 
in effect however it would need to be checked if the vehicle was so equipped. 

 
Tire marks leading toward the struck pole suggested that the vehicle approached the pole 

while leading with its front end. This is not common of a loss-of-control vehicle but could be 
explained by such influences such as electronic stability control. 

Many investigators claim that such events are mysterious with no obvious causal factor. 
However, there was a significant edge drop off along right edge of the northbound lane 
of Kerwood Road. Such a condition could lead to a possible loss-of-control. 

 
While the cause of such collisions may appear mysterious, the road edge contained a 

significant edge drop off as demonstrated by the investigator's shoe next to the asphalt edge. 
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Essentially no information of any detail was provided by either police or official news 
agencies regarding the cause of this collision. 

October 11, 2016 

Police Refuse to Address Obvious Question As To Why 4 Persons 

Died In Fiery Brampton Collision 

 
Official investigators refuse to address the issue that four persons in this crash likely died 

needlessly due to a fire. 

Red herrings appear to have been thrown into the public's face so as not to address the 
obvious fact that four deaths should not have occurred in a two-vehicle crash on the 
evening of October 10, 2016 in Brampton, Ontario. No matter what official news agency 
was involved all appear to have their focus turned by police investigators toward the fact 
that a 1998 Firebird lost directional control  and collided with a 2016 Kia SUV. It would 
seem that the only newsworthy factor was the cause of that loss-of-control. Yet looking 
at the above photo, it should be clear that the collision was not of unsurvivable severity. 
The collision could have threatened the life of the Firebird driver because the Firebird 
would appear to have been struck in its side. However, judging by the crush visible on 
the front end of the Kia, and given the life-protecting features that should have been 
available on this new vehicle, the collision was very survivable for the occupants of that 
vehicle. So the discussion that should have enveloped was that three occupants of the 
Kia perished and it was important to uncover why they perished in a survivable 
collision. But absolutely no such discussion was raised. 

It was reported that witnesses attempted to access the Kia to rescue the persons who 
were presumably trapped inside. While police commented that it is understandable and 
common that such rescue efforts should fail that is not correct. A vehicle with front end 
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damage as shown on the Kia should be expected to have functional door latches that 
should be capable of being opened. If the doors were jammed shut then that is not 
acceptable. 

Also if the fire raged out of control too quickly that too is unacceptable. It needs to be 
determined if the fire originated with the Firebird, like would be expected. If so then it 
should have taken a longer time for the fire to reach the occupants of the Kia. Thus time 
should have been available to attempt to extricate those occupants. 

If the occupants were entrapped by structural intrusion that too may be unacceptable. 
Investigation should be carried out to determine, if this was so, what exactly caused the 
entrapment. The crush on the front end of the Kia does not appear to be so substantial 
that such entrapment was inevitable. 

For all these reasons official investigators should stop playing games with this matter 
and face the public with a clear statement that the quadruple deaths in this collision 
were unacceptable and that further, thorough investigation will be carried out to make 
sure that this tragedy cannot be repeated. 

 

Fatal School Bus Collision on Twelve Mile Road North of 
London, Ontario 

 
The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) released this photograph showing a school bus after it 
had collided with a tree on Twelve Mile Road north of London, Ontario on October 4, 2016. 
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News media reported that at approximately 0918 hours of Tuesday, October 4, 2016, a 
school bus driver, Pamela Walper, sustained fatal injuries as a result of the bus's impact 
with a tree on Twelve Mile Road, north of London, Ontario. The unusual circumstances 
surrounding this tragedy were not reported to the public. As a result Gorski Consulting 
has uploaded a new article to this website discussing some of these unreported issues. 
We encourage readers to visit the Articles page of this site to review this latest 
discussion. 
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